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Abstract – Bayesian belief network (BN) models 

allow users to perform sensitivity analyses on a 

dependent/target variable given a combination of 

input variables. Such analyses on BN models are 

possible due to their holistic nature, interconnecting 

variables in a model through a combination of 

deductive and abductive inferencing. A sensitivity 

analysis provides the basis for hypothesis testing to 

extract rules from a BN model for explaining and 

characterizing the target variable with respect to 

input variables. However, determining which 

combinations of input variables have the most impact 

on a given target variable is challenging due to the 

combinatorial complexity of a large BN model 

containing hundreds of variables. Here we present an 

approach based on a statistical significance test that 

recursively generates combinations of evidence on 

input variables and prunes paths from the search tree 

that are unlikely to produce any results. To address 

the combinatorial complexity issue, we exclude those 

combinations of input variables from consideration 

that are d-separated from the target variable. To 

demonstrate the utility and scalability of our 

approach, we first extract a BN model semi-

automatically from a corruption survey dataset on 

Afghanistan and then analyze and cluster sentiments 

from various provinces of that country applying the 

proposed sensitivity analysis technique. We also 

provide details of how the extracted rules are 

represented in an executable format to support 

decision making. 

Keywords: Rule extraction; Bayesian belief network; 
significance test; sentiment analysis; corruption survey. 

1 Introduction 

There is significant discussion in the literature 

regarding the perspective that a corrupt Afghan judicial 

system is causing people to turn to mobile Taliban 

courts to mete out swift justice, further alienating the 

population from the Afghan government (Dreazen and 

Gorman, 2008; Murphy, 2010; McGirl 2009; Siddique, 

2009). Integrity Watch Afghanistan (IWA), “Afghan 

Perceptions and Experiences with Corruption: A 

National Survey 2010” primary data, consists of 6,498 

records responding to questions that deal with sectors 

where people experienced corruption; levels of bribes 

people paid to obtain services; what type of access 

people had to essential services; who people trusted to 

combat corruption; and experiences with corruption in 

the judiciary, police, and land management. 

Understanding the population's views on these subjects 

will assist commanders in planning operations to 

address corruption concerns that can be targeted to the 

population's particular experience with corruption. 

To examine the IWA survey data, our approach is 

first to extract a model of interrelated variables 

corresponding to relevant data attributes relating to 

people that experienced corruption in the judiciary. We 

can then start asking questions such as who people 

turned to for non-state justice (shuras, commanders, 

Taliban, etc.), if people faced corruption in the 

judiciary was it as a complainant, witness, or accused, 

and at what stage the corruption occurred (district 

attorney's office, attorney general's office, provincial 

court, etc.). In terms of computations on the model, we 

want to discover an “input” attribute or a combination 

thereof to explain the selected “target” attribute in the 

form of rules via a hypothesis testing on the model. For 

example, we want to discover how the results from our 

analysis were statistically significant to the province 

(location) attribute. 

We have chosen Bayesian belief networks (BN) 

(Pearl, 1988; Jensen, 2002; Das, 2009) as our 

underlying models. BN models allow users to perform 

sensitivity analyses on a dependent/target variable 

given a combination of input variables. Sensitivity 

analysis (Jensen, 2002; Das and Lawless, 2002) helps 

determine which evidence is most relevant to the state 

of a particular network node. Such analyses on BN 

models are possible due to their holistic nature, 

connecting every variable in a model with the rest with 

the combination of deductive and abductive 

inferencing. A sensitivity analysis provides the basis 

for extracting rules from a model for explaining and 

characterizing the target variable with respect to some 

input variables. But determining which combinations of 

input variables have the most impact on a given target 

variable is challenging due to the combinatorial 

complexity of a large BN containing hundreds of 

variables. Here we present an approach based on a 
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statistical significance test that recursively generates 

combinations of evidence on input variables and prunes 

paths from the search tree that are unlikely to produce 

any results. To address the combinatorial complexity 

issue, we exclude those combinations of input variables 

from consideration that are d-separated from the target 

variable. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 

2 illustrates an example BN model that has been 

extracted from the IWA data set and analyzed using in-

house tool BNRunner. Section 3 presents the 

foundational statistical techniques based on chi-sq 

significance tests to extract rules. Section 4 details how 

the extracted rules have been represented in an 

executable format to support decision making. Section 

5 describes our future plans to extract rules more 

efficiently from a BN model using a conditional 

independence test. 

2 Learning of Models 

In examining the Integrity Watch Afghanistan (IWA) 

survey data, we created a BN model of significant 

nodes, shown in Figure 1, relating to people that 

experienced corruption in the judiciary. An initial 

structure of the model was learnt automatically and 

then subsequently adjusted and fine-tuned manually. 

Specifically, we were interested in identifying the 

corruption experience variables of significance for 

those individuals that turned to non-state justice 

providers after experiencing corruption in the judiciary 

for provincial level analysis. 

There is significant discussion in the literature on the 

view that a corrupt judicial system is causing people to 

turn to mobile Taliban courts to mete out swift justice, 

further alienating the population from the government. 

To explore this idea further, we examined nodes for 

who people turned to for non-state justice (shuras, 

commanders, Taliban, etc.); if people faced corruption 

in the judiciary was it as a complainant, witness, or 

accused; and at what stage did the corruption occur 

(district attorney's office, attorney general's office, 

provincial court, etc.). We also examined respondent’s 

views about the biggest problem in Afghanistan and 

what problem the population thought the government 

should address. 

We discovered that the results from our analysis were 

statistically significant and differed greatly from 

province to province. To better understand these 

variances we developed a tool, BNRunner (Bayesian 

Network Runner), to identify, analyze, cluster and 

visualize statistically significant rules encoded in a BN. 

BNrunner enables the user to specify evidence, variable 

evidence and output nodes. For the evidence nodes, the 

user specifies the evidence value. For the variable 

nodes, BNRunner cycles through the possible set of 

evidence values. The features of this tool developed 

using Microsoft Visual C# 2010 Express are:  

• Enables the user to select multiple evidence and 

output nodes and see clustered results in a tabular 

view. 

• Uses the Chi-Square test to exclude nodes that do not 

show significant changes after considering the 

evidence provided, and output nodes with a 

resulting uniform distribution. 

• Employs the Math.NET Numeric library to compute 

the Chi-Square cumulative distribution used in the 

uniform and significance tests. 

• Lets users to setup different thresholds for the 

significance tests and specify the number of 

clusters. 

• Groups output results based on the number of 

clusters, mean and standard deviation of the output 

nodes. 

• Exports results as .csv files to be used in other tools 

such as Weka or Excel. 

A screenshot from BNRunner in Figure 2 

demonstrates the utility of the tool. Here, we are 

analyzing the BN in Figure 1 (corruption experiences 

in the judiciary) and are using Province as input or 

variable evidence; with the output node as the question 

from the Integrity Watch Afghanistan survey, “If you 

faced corruption in the judiciary was it as a 

complainant, accused, or witness?” In this way, we can 

compare and cluster the statistically significant results 

to determine provinces that had similar responses in 

order to search for underlying attributes that can 

explain these differences. Additionally, using 

BNRunner with sub-province data (such as Tactical 

Conflict Assessment and Planning Framework 

(TCAPF) mentioned in the conclusion), it would be 

possible to determine similar output clusters for 

districts, or village level analysis. 

In Figure 2, when looking at people that faced 

corruption in the judiciary as a complainant, we can see 

Kandahar is clustered with provinces Faryab, Wardak, 

Nuristan, Bamyan, and Laghman as having similar 

results. These provinces experienced corruption as 

complainant less than the base probability. In contrast, 

we can see that Uruzgan Province is in a cluster of its 

own, having an extremely high probability of 

experiencing corruption as a complainant in the 

judiciary. 
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Figure 1: BN model for the IWA survey data 

 

Figure 2: Model analysis in BNRunner
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For Kandahar, literature reveals that outside of the 

cities, people are not accessing the court system for a 

variety of reasons, in particular because they do not 

have access to a court and also because the courts they 

do have access to are notoriously corrupt and dispute 

resolution can be prolonged requiring a significant 

expenditure in bribes. When we see who the people are 

that are experiencing corruption as a complainant, 

meaning that they are bringing a dispute to the court, 

they are overwhelming from the city, or a village near a 

city; none of the respondents were from a remote 

village. This indicates that those from more remote 

areas outside of the cities are simply not accessing the 

formal state-court system, and instead are relying on 

non-traditional systems such as shuras, local 

commanders, or possibly Taliban courts. This type of 

data analysis can have significant impact on operations 

for the province, in particular for building more 

effective governance institutions by understanding 

population sentiments with regards to essential services 

such as the judicial system and corruption trends. 

3 Extracting Significant Rules 

We implemented an algorithm to exhaustively query 

a BN to identify statistically significant rules encoded 

in a BN such as the one described in the previous 

section identifying provinces that had similar responses 

to a specific question. Our technique involves labeling 

BN nodes as either “variable” (or “input” or 

“independent”) or “target” (or “dependent”) variables 

and testing the effects of various combinations of 

evidence on each.  

The algorithm is general-purpose and can be run 

without modification on any BN structure. The 

algorithm recursively generates combinations of 

evidence and prunes paths from the search tree 

(recursive descent) that will not produce any results.  

We have experimented with and refined several 

formal statistical test methods to determine their 

accuracy with identifying significant likelihoods. Our 

current implementation uses the Pearson Chi-squared 

Test (χ
2
) (Ref: Wikipedia). Assuming the events are 

independent random variables from the same 

probability distribution and that the outcomes of each 

event are mutually exclusive, the χ
2
 tests a null 

hypothesis that the relative frequencies of occurrence 

of observed events follow a specified frequency 

distribution. The test can be used to assess two types of 

comparison: tests for goodness of fit and tests of 

independence, of which we use both.  

The test for significance is a two step process that we 

developed, consisting of two χ
2 

tests; the first test 

(“independence” test) compares the frequency 

distribution on a given node’s states to the frequency 

distribution before evidence was presented whereas the 

second test (“uniformity” test) compares the after 

evidence distribution against the uniform distribution as 

the theoretical distribution. If the first test shows a 

significant difference between the a priori probability  

distribution and conditional probability distribution 

given the evidence, then we conclude that the outcome 

bears some dependence (actually, is not independent) 

on the evidence. In order to exclude a uniformly 

distributed conditional probability distribution that 

indicates a lack of information, we then perform a 

second test to determine if the conditional frequency 

distribution is found to not be uniformly distributed 

when the first test indicates significant difference. 

Figure 3 and Figure 4 show the comparisons of 

frequency distributions before and after setting 

evidence on a node of the BN. In Figure 3, the Chi-

squared test will accept the null hypothesis because the 

two distributions being compared are essentially the 

same. Subjectively we would say that the evidence we 

were testing has no effect on the likelihoods.  

0 10 20 30 40

Drive by

IED

Unknow n

SAF

%

Type of Attack

After 18.89 36.87 20.97 23.28

Before 19.53 35.82 22.1 22.56

Drive by IED Unknow n SAF

 

Figure 3: Frequency distributions before and 

after evidence propagation 

In Figure 4, we illustrate the value of the 

“uniformity” test. We see that the effect of the evidence 

was to force the frequency distribution in the direction 

of the uniform distribution, meaning there are no 

significant likelihoods to report. 

A χ
2
 random variable is calculated as follows: 
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where 
i

O  is an observed frequency and 
i

E  is an 

expected (theoretical) frequency, asserted by the null 

hypothesis. 

The test involves comparing the calculated Chi-

squared value for a sample of outcomes against a 

critical value obtained from a lookup table. The inputs 

to the lookup table are the degrees of freedom (the 

number of outcomes in the sample) and the significance 

level (traditionally a level of .05 = 5% is considered a 

good rule of thumb). If the calculated value exceeds the 

critical value (and falls in what is called the “critical 

region” then we reject the null hypothesis that the 

frequency distribution was the theoretical distribution 

we were comparing against, otherwise we accept the 

null hypothesis that this frequency distribution was 

tested for goodness of fit.  

Figure 5 shows an example extracted rule and how it 

is encoded in a decision table. 

0 10 20 30 40

Drive by

IED

Unknow n

SAF

%

Type of Attack

After 23.42 28.75 24.4 23.42

Before 19.53 35.82 22.1 22.56

Drive by IED Unknow n SAF

 

Figure 4: Frequency distributions before and 

after evidence propagation 

IF unit_activity = x_Patrol_ AND distance_overpass = x10___100 AND neighborhood = x_Qadissiya_ 
THEN primary_type_of_attack = x_SAF_ 

unit_activity distance_overpass major_religion neighborhood day 
within_ 

district_ border 
primary_type_ 

of_attack 

Patrol 10-100  Qadissiya   SAF 

Figure 5: An extracted rule and its encoding in a decision table

The gray columns are “conditionals” supplied as 

evidence whereas the yellow column represents the 

“action” of asserting the significant likelihood risk of a 

primary type of attack. The Incident Risk BN in Figure 

6  illustrate a scenario where a user is planning a patrol 

mission in a mixed religious (Sunni and Shiite) 

neighborhood of the Ghazaliya, West area of Baghdad. 

The BN validates that the above rule was correctly 

extracted using our statistical test for significance. We 

fed the network with the evidence identified in the rule 

for the nodes unit_activity, distance_overpass and 

neighborhood assigning 100% probability to their 

Patrol, 10-100 and Qadissiya states respectively, 

keeping the distributions for the other nodes 

unchanged. Observing the new probability distribution 

in the primary_type_of_attach node, we could see that 

the SAF state became the one with the highest 

likelihood of occurrence and even doubled that of the 

other states, clearly confirming what was captured by 

the rule in Figure 5. 

4 Representation and Execution of 

Extracted Rules 

This section presents details of how rules have been 

automatically extracted and represented in an 

executable format. 

Our exhaustive querying process tests all 

combinations of evidence on a BN and performs two 

statistical tests to determine significant forecasts. We 

use the independence test as a heuristic to prune the 

search path thereby improving the performance of the 

algorithm. If the independence test determines that a 

variable has no effect on the forecasts (there is no 

dependence relationship on the dependent variables 

being tested), then we skip over this variable in our 

recursive step of generating combinations of evidence. 

The results of the exhaustive querying are written out 

in comma-separated format as a decision table. Figure 7 

shows a snippet from the decision table run on the 

Incident Risk BN in Figure 6 presented in the previous 

section. 

The gray column headings in Figure 7 labeled 

“CONDITION” is referred to as the “left-hand-side” of 

the conditional expression whereas the “ACTION” 

column is called the “right-hand-side”. Each row is 

encoded as a rule according to the template: 

IF <CONDITION_1> AND <CONDITION_2> AND 

… THEN <ACTION> 
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Figure 6: Validation of significant fact encoded in B

CONDITION CONDITION CONDITION CONDITION CONDITION ACTION 

unit_activity(type== 
"$param") 

distance_overpass(type== 
"$param") 

neighborhood(type== 
"$param") 

Day(type== 
"$param") 

major_religion(type== 
"$param") 

list.Add("$param"); 

unit_activity distance_overpass neighborhood day major_religion primary_type_of_attack 

x_Patrol_  x_Ghazaliya__West  x_mixed_ x_SAF_ 

Figure 7: Decision table from BN 

Essentially the rule encoded in the above figure 

states that if the working memory contains an instance 

of the unit activity class where its type member is set 

to “Patrol” and a neighborhood class with type of 

“Ghazaliya West” and a major religion with type 

“mixed_” then add to the list a primary type of attack 

object of type “SAF”. The list mentioned is a simple 

data structure to maintain the results of the rule engine 

processing – multiple rules could potentially fire 

thereby requiring numerous primary types of attack to 

be recorded as significant risks. Notice that the 2
nd

 

and 3
rd

 rows are specially encoded with these 

semantics where the 2
nd

 row contains a short-hand 

representation of the object constraint (where $param 

is a variable substituted with the value appearing in 

the row) and the 3
rd

 row contains the class object type.  

The code snippet in Figure 8 is a simple test case to 

demonstrate the interaction with the Jboss Rules 

engine. It shows how the decision table is 

dynamically loaded and the rules contained within are 

compiled for processing. The WorkingMemory object 

maintains all the asserted objects – observed facts in 

the environment – that are fed through the pattern 

matcher to trigger zero or more rules. Upon firing all 

the rules, the rule in Figure 7 is triggered. If we then 

inspect the list, we find the primary type of attack 

object of type “SAF”. The system can now alert the 

user to the derived fact that small arms fire is a 

significant risk to his planned patrol route. The action 

resulting from this would be a risk alert to the user. 

Additional rule sets can be created to respond to the 

risk alert with custom preventative actions.  
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//dynamically load decision table 
SpreadsheetCompiler converter = new 

SpreadsheetCompiler(); 
System.IO.Stream stream = 

Assembly.GetAssembly(this.GetType()).Get
ManifestResourceStream("org.drools.dotne
t.examples.resources.data.COAEventExampl
e.xls"); 

System.String drl = converter.Compile(stream, 
InputType.XLS); 

Assert.IsNotNull(drl); 
 
//compile decision table to rules 
PackageBuilder builder = new PackageBuilder(); 
builder.AddPackageFromDrl(drl); 
Package pkg = builder.GetPackage(); 
Assert.IsNotNull(pkg); 
System.Console.Out.WriteLine(pkg.GetErrorSummar

y()); 
Assert.AreEqual(0, builder.GetErrors().Length); 
RuleBase rb = RuleBaseFactory.NewRuleBase(); 
rb.AddPackage(pkg); 
 
//create working memory 
WorkingMemory wm = rb.NewWorkingMemory(); 
 
//assert some objects to working memory 
wm.assertObject(new 

unit_activity("x_Patrol_")); 
wm.assertObject(new 

neighborhood("x_Ghazaliya__West_")); 
wm.assertObject(new 

major_religion("x_mixed_")); 
 
// create the list to contain significant risk 

objects 
System.Collections.IList list = new 

System.Collections.ArrayList(); 
wm.setGlobal("list", list); 
 
// trigger the rule engine to fire all rules 
wm.fireAllRules(); 

Figure 8: Patrol planning rule base 

In support of this effort we created an automated 

method of defining classes from a BN model. In the 

example described above, the rules depend upon 

several classes (unit activity, neighborhood, major 

religion, etc.) – each of which corresponds to a node 

in the “event” BN model. Our approach involves 

using a custom XML schema transformation (XSLT) 

to transform the BN model in GeNIe XDSL format 

(“XML Domain-Specific Language”) into C# code. 

Figure 9 illustrates the XML syntax of an XDSL file 

using a snippet from event.xdsl for the “event” BN. 

Figure 10 shows the schema transformation used to 

transform the XML in Figure 9 into the c# classes in 

Figure 11. The transformation was performed using 

Internet Explorer (most web browsers contain an 

embedded XSLT processor).  

 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-
8859-1"?> 

<smile version="1.0" id="Sub0" 
numsamples="1000"> 

 <nodes> 
  <cpt id="unit_activity"> 
   <state id="x_unknown_" /> 
   <state id="x_Convoy_" /> 
   <state id="x_Patrol_" /> 
   <state id="x_Base_" /> 
  </cpt> 

Figure 9: Snippet of BN XDSL file 

<?xml version="1.0"?> 
<xsl:stylesheet version="1.0"  
 xmlns:xsl="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/T

ransform"> 
 
<xsl:output method='text' indent='yes' omit-

xml-declaration='yes'/> 
<xsl:template match='/'> 
 <xsl:apply-templates 

select='smile/nodes'/> 
</xsl:template> 
 
<xsl:template match='smile/nodes'> 
 
using System; 
using System.Collections; 
 
namespace org.drools.dotnet.examples 
{ 
 
<xsl:for-each select='cpt'> 
 
public class <xsl:value-of select='@id'/> { 
private string _type = string.empty; 
 
//constructor 
public  <xsl:value-of select='@id'/> (string s) 

{ 
_type = s; 
} 
 
virtual public string type { 
  get { return _type; } 
} 
 
} 
</xsl:for-each>  
} // end namespace 
</xsl:template>      
</xsl:stylesheet> 

Figure 10: XML schema transformation 

using System; 
 
namespace org.drools.dotnet.examples 
{ 
 
class unit_activity { 
private string _type = string.empty; 
 
//constructor 
public unit_activity (string s) { 
_type = s; 
} 
//”type” property 
public string type { 
  get { return _type; } 
} 
} 

Figure 11: Auto-generated code snippet 
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5 Conditional Independence for 

Enhancing Efficiency 

To address the combinatorial complexity issue in 
generating combination of input variables, we exclude 
those combinations of input variables from consideration 
that are d-separated (Das, 2009) from the target variable. 
Here we briefly illustrate the concept using the sample 
BN shown in Figure 12. 

A B

X

C D
 

Figure 12: Example BN 

If the target variable is D then any combination of 

input variables, which includes the node X is 

equivalent in considering X alone. This is due to the 

fact that X d-separates D from the rest of the nodes in 

the BN. For example, the combination {A, C, X} with 

target D is equivalent to {X} with target D. 

On the other hand, if the target variable is B then it 

is insensitive to A due to their marginal 

independence. Thus there is no need to consider the 

combination {A} when B is target unless any of X, C, 

and D is in the combination. 

Hence just by looking at the structure of the BN one 

can exclude a large number of input combinations. 

Our plan in the future is to exploit such a technique. 

6 Conclusion 

We have developed a hypothesis testing approach to 

the extraction of rules for explaining and 

characterizing the target variable with respect to input 

variables in Bayesian belief networks (BNs). Our 

approach enables the analyst to understand and 

analyze the significant spatiotemporal trends encoded 

in Belief network models (Stroh et al., 2011). We 

have demonstrated our approach using a corruption 

survey dataset on Afghanistan and then analyzed and 

clustered sentiments of various provinces of that 

country applying the proposed sensitivity analysis 

technique. Understanding the population's views on 

these subjects will assist commanders in planning 

operations to address corruption concerns that can be 

targeted to the population's particular experience with 

corruption. We have developed a technique exploiting 

the d-separation property to efficiently explore the 

space of input combinations. 

In the future, we plan to continue validating our 

approach with two more data sets: 1) TCAPF 

(Tactical Conflict and Assessment Planning 

Framework) primary data, a standardized assessment 

process used by military units to understand 

population sentiments towards a number of vital 

issues; 2) Asia Foundation, "A Survey of the Afghan 

People" primary data for years 2007-2010 covering 

several topics including perceptions and confidence 

about where the country is heading and the national 

mood, security, economy and development, 

government, judicial system, views on democratic 

values, women and society, and information sources 

and media use. We plan to have a robust 

implementation of BNRunner incorporating more 

efficient exploration techniques of an input space. 
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